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ABSTRACT
In this work, we study the competition of two biotrophic fungal cohorts within a
common host plant. Their identical dynamics are described by nonlinear ordinary
differential equations representing the evolution of the average mycellium size Mi
of each, and driven by their potentially differing resource allocation strategy over
time ui (t). Indeed, biotrophic pathogens uptake resource from living host plant
tissues and opt for its allocation to mycellium growth, spore (Si ) production, or a
mix of both:
dMi (t)
dt
dSi (t)
dt

= (1 − ui (t)) fi (M1 (t), M2 (t)) − g(Mi (t))
= ui (t) fi (M1 (t), M2 (t))

Each cohort’s fitness is then defined as the per capita expected spore production
over a season of duration T , Ji (u1 (.), u2 (.)). In an uninvadability context, both
cohorts then stand in a zero-sum game where they try to maximize/minimize J1 (.)−
J2 (.) [3], in an approach complementary to [4]. The related Cauchy problem for the
Hamilton-Jacobi-Isaacs equation is investigated through analytical and numerical

approaches to obtain the solution of the zero-sum state-feedback game defined
above. A first property that we obtained is that, if M1 (0) = M2 (0), the Nash
equilibrium corresponds to identical strategies for both cohorts. These strategies
most classically consist in increasing the mycellium size upto some fixed level (with
ui (t) = 0), then keeping the mycellium constant at that level while producing spores
(with 0 < ui (t) < 1), and finally only producing spores (with ui (t) = 1) until the
end of the season.
The obtained solution was then compared to two complementary approaches: the
one obtained from single-cohort optimal resource allocation [1] and the one stemming from adaptive dynamics. We noted that the solution of the optimal approach
gives a similar type of solution, except that the mycellium level at which the solution
settles in the intermediate phase is lower.
We then noted from the generic form of the solutions obtained in both the optimal
and game solutions that two scalar traits can define these allocation strategies: the
level at which the mycellium settles during the intermediate phase, and the time
before the end of the season at which the sporulation-only phase starts. Computing
the equilibrium, canonical equation and stochastic adaptive dynamics for the latter
problem [2], we obtained results in accordance with what the solution of the game
yielded, which validates the approach.
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